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2022 SUMMER FRIENDSHIP GATHERING 

SERVICE AND CRAFT PROJECT 

  

• Summer Friendship Gathering events lasts three evenings and each 

evening is divided into three parts: fellowship meal, worship time with a 

large group lesson, and small group discussion. On the last evening there 

is a closing worship service, which replaces the Large Group Bible Lesson 

and Small Group Discussion time. 
 

• On Days 1 and 2, there will be Small Group Discussion time, that may 

include a craft, service project or activity related to that day’s Bible lesson. 

 

 
 

SERVICE PROJECTS 

 
 

• Again this year there will be an offering of      

non-perishable food items to help stock local 

food pantries. If your church has a food pantry, or 

a relationship with a food pantry, your church is 

encouraged to distribute these items. If not, 

Connection Ministries will help with the 

distribution. 
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2022 SUMMER FRIENDSHIP GATHERING 

SERVICE PROJECTS CONTINUED 

 

• A table will be available near the registration table for collecting the food 

items on all three days of the Gathering. As you arrive each day, bring your 

food items to the table and label them. Connection Ministries will provide 

the labels. 
 

• Help the friends with disabilities to also label their food items as well. On 

the third evening, these food items will be used for the offering during the 

worship service. 

 
 

ACTIVITIES 

 
 

The activity for Day 1 Uses pipe cleaner chains to demonstrate how we as 

individuals are connected to Christ and each other through small and large 

groups. Connection Ministries will provide all the materials for this activity. 

Detailed information is available in the video and note sheet for Discussion 

Group Activity, Day 1.   

 

 
 

OPTIONAL CRAFTS AND ACTIVITIES 
 

 

Many Friendship groups enjoy craft and activity projects during the small 

group time to help reinforce the lesson.  
 

• It will be important to choose a project that is not childish. It is important to 

leave time for discussing the lesson and prayer.  
  

• It is recommended that you do not use messy supplies like liquid glue or 

glitter. If glue is needed, consider glue sticks. Your group will be 

responsible for the craft supplies for any of the optional projects.   
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2022 SUMMER FRIENDSHIP GATHERING 

OPTIONAL CRAFTS AND ACTIVITIES CONTINUED 
 

 

 

 

A Braided Bookmark (Day 1 Project)                 

The Bible verse for Day 1 is from Ecclesiastes 4:9, “Two are better than one, 

they can help each other in everything they do.” 
 

• To make a braided bookmark out of yarn. You are going to need 3 strands 

of yarn about 12” long. They can be different colors and thickness or all the 

same.  
 

• A piece of scrap yarn to tie off the end of the bookmark, (this can be a little 

shorter), a clipboard or tape to hold the top of the yarn. 
 

• Help each other with the craft, and it will also remind us that when we are in 

community together, we are stronger. Like these three pieces of yarn are 

stronger together than just one. 
 

• With you three strands of yarn, tie a knot at the top end. Tape the knotted 

end on the table, or you can use a clipboard to hold it down. Now you are 

ready to start braiding.  
 

• If you need help with this, just ask a friend that knows how. If you know how 

to make a braid, maybe you could teach someone in your group that has 

never learned. 
 

• As you are braiding your bookmark let’s think about three people you have 

in your community that make you stronger in your faith.  
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2022 SUMMER FRIENDSHIP GATHERING 

OPTIONAL CRAFTS AND ACTIVITIES CONTINUED 

 

• Once your bookmark is braided, tie off the bottom with the scrap piece of 

yarn, wrapping around it several times then tying it in a knot. This will help it 

not to come unbraided. 
 

There you have it! When we work together in Christian community, we can make 

something nice and useful! You can put it in your Bible or a favorite book to keep 

your place AND to remind that the Christian community you belong to and are 

growing is making you stronger.  

 

 

 

Handprint Tree (Day 2 Project)                

Jesus said in John 15 “I am the Vine and you are the branches. If you remain 

joined to me and I to you, you will bear a lot of fruit”. 
 

Each one of us has a different handprint. God made each of us unique and 

special. When we are connected to our True Vine Jesus Christ, he gives us 

extraordinary gifts to share with others. This is what we call bearing fruit. It can 

be helping our house mates, comforting a friend, or just giving a hug. There are 

lots of different ways to bear fruit. 
 

• To make a beautiful tree out of your handprint. You will need one piece of 

brown construction paper for each person, a marker or pencil, some glue or 

glue stick, another piece of paper other than brown, and stickers (these can 

be hearts, leaves, fruit, flowers etc...) 
 

• First place your hand with your fingers as the branches on the brown sheet 

of paper and trace your hand with a marker. You can let a friend help you.  
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2022 SUMMER FRIENDSHIP GATHERING 

OPTIONAL CRAFTS AND ACTIVITIES CONTINUED 

 

• Trace around your whole hand including a good part of your wrist, this will 

be the trunk of your tree.  
 

• Now cut out your handprint which will become your tree. Working together 

and helping one another as an example of connecting in Christian 

community. Remember, “Two hands are better than one.” 
 

• Next, glue your handprint tree to the second piece of paper. Make sure to 

get glue all the way to the top of the fingers.  
 

• Now you can start filling your hand tree with stickers. You can use any kind 

of sticker, leaves, hearts, flowers, or fruit stickers. The stickers represent 

fruit in your life. What are some of the ways you bear fruit?  
 

In Galatians 5:22 it says, “The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, 

kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control.”  
 

When each one of us is connected to Jesus, the Bible tells us that we will bear 

fruit. Your fruit may be different than someone else's. But because we are 

connected to Jesus and connected to each other in Christian community we are 

continually growing like a tree and bearing fruit. 

 

 

 

The Yarn Connection  
 

The Yarn Connection is an activity we are going to see just how connected we 

are to one another. It will show some of the things we each have in common with 

one another. 
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2022 SUMMER FRIENDSHIP GATHERING 

OPTIONAL CRAFTS AND ACTIVITIES CONTINUED 
 

 

• All you will need for this activity are chairs in a circle and a ball of yarn.  
 

• Someone will hold the ball of yarn and say something about themselves 

like, “My favorite color is blue.” or “I have a dog.” Then wait to see who else 

in your group has the same thing in common. If you do, shout out “I have a 

dog too!” or “My favorite color is blue also!” 
 

• The first person with the ball of yarn will hand or toss the ball of yarn to the 

person whom they share that connection while unraveling it. You will need 

to hold onto the end of it as it unravels.  
 

• Now the new person holding the ball of yarn can say something that makes 

them special like, “I have a sister, or I have a brother” Does someone have 

that in common? If you do shout it out, “I have a little sister!” 

 

• The ball of yarn gets passed again to that person with that connection. 

Remember to hold onto your piece of yarn and unravel it while goes to the 

next person. 
 

• Continue with this pattern until everyone has hd a chance to connect with 

someone. 
 

Pretty soon you will have a giant web of connections. One connection we all 

have is Jesus. When we are in connection with Jesus and part of a Christian 

community, we have a common connection.  
 

Just like Jesus’ disciples. They were all very different, one was a fisherman, while 

another was a tax collector. They came from different backgrounds and families, 

but they were all connected to Jesus. And because they were connected to 

Jesus, they also had love for one another.   
 

Just like our Bible verse from John 13:35-35 says, “A new command I give 

you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another. 

By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you love one 

another.” 
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2022 SUMMER FRIENDSHIP GATHERING 

OPTIONAL CRAFTS AND ACTIVITIES CONTINUED 

 

 

 

Jenga blocks     

The game of Jenga is familiar to most of us. All the blocks are stacked on top of 

one another. Each set of blocks below holds the next set of blocks above them. It 

is vital that the blocks remain connected for the tower to stand and not fall down.  
 

• What happens when one block is taken out? What happens when several 

blocks are taken away? That’s right, The stack of blocks is weakened until 

ALL the blocks fall down. The blocks must stay connected to support each 

other.  
 

• This can be a good demonstration of how everyone in the body of Christ 

has an important role to play.  
 

• You can refer to 1 Corinthians 12:12-15 that says each part of the body is 

important to make the whole body work properly. As we live in community 

with one another, we need to understand and be thankful that we are all 

important in the body of Christ and that each one of us is called to love and 

support each other. 


